Our Hands that Make
Fall Winter 2022
Tiger of Sweden returns to London Fashion Week to present their Fall Winter
2022 Menswear and Womenswear Collection, created under the direction of
Creative Director, Bryan Conway.

Fall Winter 2022 embraces traditional craft with a contemporary spin – nostalgic
references are seen throughout, preserving the thoughtfulness of personal connection
with quality craftmanship in each garment.
Craft is irrefutably personal, and this personal approach is celebrated in the collection.
Designs honour Tiger of Sweden's tailoring heritage whilst also honouring artisans of
craft – journeying along with the people and the process.
Much of the original impetus for the collection stemmed from a series of conversations
within the wider Tiger studio - discussions about what craft means to every person there.
How personal and intimate craft is to all of us, how it is connected to our home and
upbringing and the place it takes in our everyday. What has been made and how we have
chosen to present the collection reflects those conversations.

Seeing the material and the maker's touch. The beauty in the process of making, in the
raw material – its essence to be exalted, not just the polished form.
The Arts and Crafts movement is seen as a significant reference point, with the artisan
and material taking centre stage. What once was taken for granted through industrialised
mass production is placed at the forefront of the design process, transforming the
context of how we look at the practical elements of craft and the place they have in our
lives.
Shot by Clémentine Schneidermann on our Swedish yarn supplier's farm Ullkontoret,
Gotland, and showing the clothes on people from the Tiger of Sweden studio, the
pattern makers, tailors, designers together with the people that we work with making the
yarn, the fabric the clothes, is for an honesty; a view of the people which is intimate and
personal.
Striking a balance between heritage craft, design storytelling and the quest for innovation
– preserving craftsmanship at the core of the brand's identity whilst creating unexpected
and unique design rooted in quality. Traditional craft through a contemporary and
personal lens.
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Please direct any enquiries to Brittany Griffin: Brittany.griffin@sciencemagic.inc

ABOUT TIGER OF SWEDEN
Tiger of Sweden is a Stockholm based fashion house established in 1903. Our heritage is in tailoring, and for more
than a century, Tiger of Sweden has stood for style with purpose. Dressing people for whom true style is about the
confidence to be themselves.
Tiger of Sweden was first to bring ready-to-wear tailoring to Sweden, making the suit accessible not solely for the
wealthy elite, but also for the everyday person. With an emphasis on cut, shape and quality; innovation and
craftsmanship have defined the brand ever since.
Continuing to lead the design team, Creative Director Bryan Conway showcases his fourth collection for the brand.
Prior to joining Tiger of Sweden in 2019, Conway spent six years working closely with Christopher Bailey, finishing his
time at Burberry with the responsibility of leading the menswear team before moving to work with Jonathan
Anderson.
Headquartered in Stockholm, Tiger of Sweden’s collections are sold globally, both online and at over 1,200 retail
stores.

